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Reviewer’s report:

Abstract: This study aims to address the paucity of research in this by documenting possible need, experiences of health care service use and factors affecting palliative care use for people with schizophrenia and advanced life limiting illness.

Introduction:

The problem the authors aim to address is clearly described, also the available knowledge in literature is adequately laid out.

The purpose of the study is adequately described.

Method:

A qualitative study method is appropriate given the paucity of evidence at this moment

Given the patient population it is justifiable to perform the study with health care providers that are experienced in caring for the study population instead of the vulnerable patients themselves, and a purposive sampling strategy is adequate.

It is not clear to me what the authors mean by a 'normative need' perspective, and why it is important to mention this. The description of the main themes in this section mentioned in this section is more clarifying for me, and relate adequately to the research question

A focus group with 3 participants is mentioned, the method section initially only mentioned the interviews, for me, this is methodologically confusing: why a focus group? How does this relate to the interviews? Were the participants also interviewed? Why only 3 participants, which is a very small number? Nothing is written about the themes that were explored in the focus group. How many sessions, only one?

Analysis: The method to analyze the data is appropriate.

Ethical approval was granted
Results:

The way the emerging themes are organized in the results 'echo' the structure of the questionnaire, the process of thematic labelling and synthesizing them to main themes may show that the structure of the questionnaire was not 'leading'.

The results could be structured 'tighter in themes with headings, making them more results than mere descriptions.

The examples that illustrate the themes are not always very strong and may be reconsidered.

The way the section 'barriers and facilitators' is described and organized in a table is a strong addition.

Discussion:

This section starts with a good resume of the previous sections, and the findings are adequately related to those in other publications. The challenges of providing palliative care to these patients, specifically illness related challenges and social factors may be important to colleagues in other countries with different health systems.

The advocacy for collaboration and creative approaches is adequately concluded.

Limitations:

As stated before, a table on characteristics of participants would enlighten the mentioned limitations in this section.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
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